First off, I want to thank you for
supporting my music and ongoing
mission here at Wilory Farm
throughout the pandemic and on into
this year. Simply put, your support
saved both myself and this property —
right along with the dream I had when I
purchased it in the first place. And that
was, to create a green space and
meeting place where my life’s work and
mission could merge. These 12 acres,
located in Martindale, Texas, are where
mind, body, and spirit are able to
connect through the creative arts
through a myriad of ongoing
workshops. This property also hosts
our beloved OYOU (Own Your Own
Universe, a 501 C3 non-profit
organization) free of charge, so we
don’t have to constantly fundraise to
pay rental space for its activities.
Your support is the conduit through
which all things have been and remain
possible. In scanning my mailing list
(which goes back three decades), I’m
amazed how many names I recognize
— some of you have been with me since
1990! It’s now 2021, and we’ve had the
wonderful opportunity of sharing our
lives though our mutual love of music
and songs. It takes a long time to grow
old friends, and now, here we are! I’m
officially working on three generations
of a friend-base. I remain humbled and
grateful for the opportunities I have
been given. On a total grassroots

level, and with your support, Lloyd
Maines on board, and the loyalty of
those that hired our duo or band, I was
able to bypass so many of the common
trappings in the music industry and
celebrate success beyond my wildest
dreams. With now 20 albums under my
belt, I’ve been able to record and work
with pretty much the same amazing cast
of musicians and recording pros my
entire career. Things kicked off with
Bobby Arnold, at Fire Station Studio, in
San Marcos, then onto Cedar Creek
Recording Studio in Austin with Fred
Remmert. With Glenn Fukunaga or Adam
Odor on bass, Paul Pearcy and later John
Silva or Pat Manske on drums, and Lloyd
Maines at the wheel, I developed an
overall sound that simply wouldn’t have
been achievable without their
musicianship. We went on to find a
recording home at The Zone Recording
Studio in Dripping Springs, headed up
by Mike Morgan with Pat Manske at the
console. They fostered an environment
where I was able to confidently record
and release the music I continue to make
to this very day. Again, my “sound”
would have never come to fruition
without their collective skills and
professionalism. In looking back, I can
say with pride that as a solely
independent artist, I recorded and
released exactly what I wanted, pretty
much played every venue and festival I
wanted to play, and toured every state
and country I wanted to see.
And I’m not done yet. I’m far from done.
I love what I do. And I love the folks that
surround what I do. And that’s what
makes this message to you so incredibly
painful and difficult.
I'm not going to be able to return to live
performances and touring on the scale

that I was. I have been looking forward to returning to the live stage as a duo or with the band,
playing festivals, touring the country, and having the opportunity to play music for you. That
said, I have some news to share with you about a problem I’ve been having with my voice. For the
past 18 months, I’ve been on an expensive and winding road of doctors, specialists, alternative
medicine, testing, painful procedures, and vocal therapy. The end result of it all, is that I have
been officially diagnosed with spasmodic dysphonia and essential vocal tremor of the voice.
Spasmodic dysphonia causes involuntary spasms in the muscles of the voice box or larynx. This
causes the voice to break and have a tight, strained, or strangled sound. A vocal tremor is a
neurological disorder that causes involuntary movement of muscles in the throat, voice box, and
vocal cords.
Honestly though, I think I’ve been performing with and dealing with both of these conditions for
years. I just didn’t know what it was, because I didn’t have a diagnosis. A little back story: I have a
comprehensive background in classical music and actually went to college on a vocal scholarship.
Because of this, for the most part I’ve been able to overcome periodic vocal struggles by utilizing
my past training, raising or lowering keys, and using stomach muscle techniques and breath
support. But in 2019, it became harder to control my voice. I knew things were serious and I
vowed to address it. Then the pandemic hit. It was harder to get help and get in to see doctors. It
delayed both my progress and inevitable answers. But now, at long last, I have my answer. Three
ENT’s, every test possible, and still, the same diagnosis.
I need to stop right here though, and add that I have lived with, toured all over the world, and
dealt with a diagnosis of Focal Epilepsy since 1990. I learned to manage it and live my dreams in
spite of it. My gut feeling though, is that both spasmodic dysphonia and my vocal tremor are tied
into my seizure condition. As I age, my epilepsy is maturing, too. I may be more susceptible to
neurological disorders. Time will tell. So far, I’ve had more success with acupuncture and
supplements than I’ve had with painful injections of Botox into my vocal cords. So right now, my
plans are to continue with vocal therapy. I’m absolutely making progress. I AM NOT GOING TO
QUIT MY CAREER. I’m just going to refocus.
I want you to know that I have no intention of retiring from making music. In spite of my medical
issues, Lloyd Maines and myself will complete an ongoing series of thematically linked releases
called “Project 5,” with “Pilgrim’s Progress (Project 5.5),” with the first single coming out this
month, on July 13. As some of you who have followed and supported this project may recall, I had
originally intended to complete the series with a memoir. Well, let’s just say I had to “reroute.” I
intend to still finish that book at some point as a future project unto itself. But for the sake of
bringing “Project 5” to both its long overdue conclusion and a conclusion that I can feel truly
proud of, this album just feels right. And though in many ways it’s very different from any other
album I’ve ever made — being all covers and almost all one style (country, for my dad!) — I can
promise you that “Pilgrim’s Progress” really is the perfect bookend for the series that began back
in 2016 with “Love You Strong (Project 5.1).” These are songs I’ve embraced my entire career
(some even my entire life) and songs that also embody the recurring themes and message of the
other four albums in the series. And I can’t wait for you to hear it, beginning with those who preordered the complete “Project 5” suite long ago. After I have emailed those that pre-ordered
their digital copy, the album will be released to the public (via my website and all the other
download and streaming platforms), on September 3, 2021.

You've got to own your
own universe. Roll in
the grass and kiss this
earth. And keep my
name on your mind and
my number in your
wallet. For when you
got the time.
And after that? All I can tell you is that this old “goat” is going to keep on going, stubborn
and determined as ever. I’m going to fold what “I have” into “WHAT I DO.” This means
that now more than ever, I’m going to merge my life’s work in the music industry with my
longstanding love of community service. Going forward, my main focus will be on the
OYOU and its ongoing events and programs. Were it not for Epilepsy, I would have never
entered the world of using the creative arts as a means to help others live life to the fullest,
in spite of their own disabilities or personal challenges. Simply put. I’m gonna “Own It.”
Whatever my health does, I’m gonna own it. But I’ll be forging ahead at my own steady
pace so I can continue to write, create, teach, and sing for many years to come. I’ll also
remain diligent with vocal therapy. As a matter of fact, lately my voice has returned to
some semblance of normalcy. So much in fact, we have a few shows on the books this year.
I’m taking things one day at a time. It’s the journey, not the destination, and now more
than ever I feel like a Pilgrim embarking on untraveled roads. Just like I did back when I
started my record label in 1996.
Going forward, I’ll continue with my monthly and sometimes bi-monthly “Live From
Wilory Farm” online music series, host workshops and events at Wilory Farm both online
and on site, and keep my head held high as I work through this. In the meantime, please
watch https://www.terrihendrix.com for more information, or join my Wilory Farmhand
Patreon community at https://www.patreon.com/terrihendrix.
Life is moving forward and unfolding just as miraculously and beautifully as before. I’ve
still got a smile on my face. This is a bump in the road that will no doubt lead to new
beginnings. Thank you for being a part of my past. It is my deepest prayer that you will
remain part of my future.
With Respect & Gratitude,

